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ABSTRACT

French Army infantrymen’s are equipped today with a combat sys-
tem called FELIN, which includes an infrared sighting device: the
IR sight. One of the first manipulations learned by the soldier is
the IR sight calibration. Currently, calibration training is a two-step
process. The first step consists of practicing on a 2D WIMP software
until making no mistakes. Then, the soldiers can apply his knowl-
edge in the real situation on the shooting range. In this paper, we
present an ad-hoc study of a learning method including a prototype
in Virtual Reality for training on the FELIN IR sight calibration
procedure. It has been experimented on real infantrymen learners
in an infantry school. Results showed an attractive added value of
Virtual Reality in this specific use case. It improved the learners’
intrinsic motivation to repeat the training task as well as the learn-
ing efficiency. It also helped the training team to identify specific
mistake types not detected by the traditional learning software.

1 INTRODUCTION

French infantrymen are equipped with an infrared sight device
called IR sight, within their combat system FELIN (Fantassin à
Équipement et Liaisons INtégrés: Integrated Infantryman Equip-
ment and Communications).

One of the first main tasks a new infantryman has to learn is the
IR sight calibration. This technical procedure requires him to apply
his knowledge about the sight system and calculate the appropriate
correction while staying focused on his senses during the control
shooting phases. Learning is supported by a 2D WIMP software
called EAO FELIN, which allows a simultaneous training of a large
number of learners. This software shows some learning limits. When
questioned, instructors say that learners must make too many replays
before making no mistakes. Moreover, they suppose that replaying
the task without analyzing the mistakes might distort the procedure
understanding. They also underline potential efficiency lack for skill
transfer when learners are on the shooting range: learners seem to
spend time on their first procedures.

As part of a collaborative work between the French Land Army,
Capgemini and the LIRMM (Montpellier Laboratory of Informatics,
Robotics and Microelectronics), we are interested in measuring the
contribution of Virtual Reality for the IR sight calibration training
procedure. Capgemini is also currently carrying out a long-term
application management of the EAO FELIN 2D software.

This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we present
related work. Afterward, we present the FELIN combat system, its
IR sight, the calibration procedure and the EAO FELIN learning soft-
ware traditionally used. In section 4, we present the VR prototype
we implemented, and the experiments we carried out. We end this
paper by analyzing and underlying the tracks of our future works.
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2 RELATED WORK

Virtual Reality was used for technical procedures training in numer-
ous fields: maintenance procedures [23], medical procedures [46],
emergency procedures [37]. In military area, it also has been used
in technical procedures [25] as well as in fight training [36], se-
curity procedures [53] and social skills [26]. Even though Virtual
Reality has been used for marksmanship training [19, 42], we found
no works in the literature concerning rifle maintenance procedures
training in Virtual Reality.

As relayed by [49], Adams [9] suggested positive effects of Vir-
tual Reality for technical procedures training performances. They
noticed that VR trainees learned faster and made few errors. In the
military field, [25] also demonstrated significant learning improve-
ments for Virtual Reality on naval technical procedures. Finally,
the literature also shows that Virtual Reality simulators have proven
effectiveness on the skills transfer [24, 32, 43, 44, 46].

Simulation’s fidelity level tend towards training efficacy. [11]
showed that, for driving learning simulators, the training transfer
effectiveness varied with simulation fidelity. Results showed that
learners faced fewer accidents when they used to practice before on
the highest fidelity simulator. Haptics is one of the main compo-
nents of Virtual Reality simulators fidelity level. [27] defined passive
haptics as ”a technique that incorporates passive physical objects
into virtual environments to physically simulate the virtual objects”.
Several works show that including passive haptics in virtual environ-
ments can increase the sense of presence [27, 41], which enhance
skills acquisition and transfer of knowledge [39]. As noticed by [42],
passive haptics lack can affect tasks that an operator has to perform.
He studied the feasibility of a marksmanship training system in Vir-
tual Reality, by using commercial off-the-shelf systems. He justifies
the use of off-the-shelf systems by underlining that, for development
of military simulators, initial and operational costs are lower than
custom-made systems. That is why he noticed that many works tried
to employ only off-the-shelf systems for training solutions [12, 13].
Nevertheless, he did not produce usability, training effectiveness and
training transfer studies, which are part of future works.

Learner’s motivation is one of the main factors of learning effi-
ciency [52], and it appears that Virtual Reality can foster it largely
[18, 48]. [49] mention that VR enhances trainees’ intrinsic moti-
vation and bind it to freedom degrees and ”high-tech” nature of
this technology. As relayed by [22], intrinsic motivation involves
people doing an activity because they find it interesting and derive
spontaneous satisfaction from the activity itself.

Some works also tended to show positive effects of Virtual Re-
ality on learners’ self-confidence. During their experiments on VR
effectiveness for emergency procedures learning, [53] noticed that
subjects expressed their increased confidence in performing their
tasks.

In order to be efficient, a training tool must be as accessible and
comfortable as possible. One of the main issue important to consider
is cybersickness, which can bring users to reject the tool or miss
learning objectives. As explained by many authors [21, 33], sensory
conflicts are mainly behind cybersickness issues. Visually moving
through the virtual environment while staying stationary in the real
world is one of the main causes. That is why some works of the
literature opted rather for teleport locomotion techniques [14, 15].

We produced a Virtual Reality prototype based on the EAO FELIN



Figure 1: FELIN soldier equipped with the IR sight on the FAMAS
rifle [3]

software functionalities, and we experimented it on infantrymen
learners. To corroborate the already known positive effects of Virtual
Reality on training, we want to confirm if it could be applied for
rifle maintenance procedure training. We wanted to verify that, by
analyzing committed errors and other factors like intrinsic motivation
to repeat the training task, mistake awareness and self-confidence.
Finally, we wanted to determine how simulation fidelity could impact
learning efficiency and if passive haptics from off-the-shelf systems
are relevant for rifle maintenance procedure training, as suggested
for other use cases from the literature.

3 FELIN
3.1 The FELIN combat system
The FELIN system, developed by Safran Electronics Defense [7],
improves a modified FAMAS rifle with a set of clothes, pouches,
body armors along with electronic, optic and optronic devices.

One of these devices is the IR sight, an infrared vision sight device
fixed over the infantryman’s FAMAS rifle (Fig. 1). It contains op-
tronic components allowing night and un-camouflaged vision. When
a soldier looks by the sight eyepiece, he can display an interface and
navigate within some specific menus. To interact with this interface,
the infantryman uses a remote control fixed on the rifle’s handle
(Fig. 1, soldier’s left hand). He can also use other buttons, placed on
each side of the IR sight (on the side of the sight on Fig. 1).

3.2 FELIN IR sight’s calibration procedure training
To guarantee the operational maintenance of his weapon, the soldier
must be efficient in the calibration of his IR sight. He realizes this
specific procedure on the shooting range. By navigating within the
sight interface, the soldier has to merge the sight and the barrel
axis. He controls their alignment by shooting five cartridges on a
target. He moves to the target and estimates the Medium Impact
Point (PMI) (Fig. 2, left), by using the position of the five impacts.
Then, he must enter the correction on the sight interface and repeat
the process as many times as needed. Two different corrections are
needed: height correction (vertical shift between sight and barrel
axis) and direction correction (horizontal shift between rifle and
barrel axis).

3.3 EAO FELIN software
Today, the French infantryman train to the FELIN combat system
by using a software called EAO FELIN, developed by Capgemini.
This software includes a specific module for the IR sight calibration
training. To practice the procedure, learners use a 2D interface
showing the remote control interface, the sight’s buttons and the
trigger of the rifle (Fig. 2, right).

Currently, for pedagogical and safety reasons, soldiers practice
on the software until making no mistakes. When they succeed, they
receive a procedure certificate and are allowed to experiment the
real situation on the shooting range.

Figure 2: Medium Impact point (PMI)(left) and the sight calibration
training module on the EAO FELIN software(right)

4 VIRTUAL REALITY PROTOTYPE

4.1 Principle

The VR prototype has been developed to assess the potential learn-
ing improvements that Virtual Reality can provide on the IR sight
calibration procedure. The goal is to focus on the training procedure
only, so we ported the EAO FELIN software procedure on Virtual
Reality (Fig. 3).

This procedure requires the soldier to consecutively take the
shooting posture, initialize the sight through its interface, shoot five
cartridges, and go on the target to control the PMI. Finally, he must
return to the shooting range and validate the procedure if the PMI is
the targeted point. Otherwise, he has to enter the correction values
through the sight interface and repeat the procedure until the PMI
matches the targeted point.

4.2 Implementation

We developed this prototype with Unity 3D [1], and we used an
HTC Vive headset [8]. The virtual environment was displayed in
stereoscopy, and the sight view was displayed on the right eye when
the user approached his right eye to the lens filter (Fig. 4, left).

We exploited the possibilities of Virtual Reality by extending
some procedure’s steps of the software. We modeled a shooting
range with a target. Trainees have to take the prone shooting posture
and move between the rifle and the target position. The following
steps were implicit or facilitated on the 2D software:

• Take the shooting posture. This step is absent in the 2D soft-
ware, but we gave the users the possibility to take the prone
shooting position in Virtual Reality. For the first version, we
used an off-the-shelf rifle’s support [5] for the Vive controllers.
The controllers’ fastenings were magnetized on the structure,
and we adjusted their position to match with the FAMAS
handle positions (Fig. 5, left). We also fixed an off-the-shelf
bipod [2]. This material combination was intended to allow
the trainee to take the prone shooting position. The goal was to
determine if passive haptics of these off-the-shelf props could
bring a suitable level of fidelity.

• Shoot 5 cartridges. While on the 2D software the user had to
click only once on the trigger button, we let the user start each
shot by a pressure on the virtual rifle’s trigger. We assigned the
trigger of one controller to the trigger of the rifle. The shooting
behavior then became more faithful in Virtual Reality.

• Go to the target. After the shots, the 2D software automatically
zoomed on it. We extended this step in Virtual Reality by
allowing the user to teleport to the target. A teleportation zone
was placed on the side of the shooting range (Fig. 4, right), to
allow the learner to go on the target. When the user entered the
zone, he teleported instantly in front of the target. For going
back to the rifle, we placed a teleportation zone near the target.



Figure 3: Training procedure, applied to the 2D software and the VR
prototype

Figure 4: Stereoscopic view with the sight view on the right eye (left),
teleport zone (right).

• Measure the PMI. On the 2D software, the PMI is displayed on
the target for 5 seconds after the zoom. In Virtual Reality, it is
also displayed on the target, but there were no time restrictions.

To control the sight’s interface, the trackpad of the second con-
troller was assigned to the remote control. In order to be able to find
the buttons position when equipped with the headset, an adhesive
mask taking the shape of the remote control buttons was placed over
the trackpad (Fig. 5, right). We divided the trackpad zone into four
areas, and each one matched a remote control button.

The VR prototype used the same rules present in the 2D software
for each procedure step. If the user’s action is unexpected, it is
impossible to navigate in the wrong menus of the interface, to shoot
and to move to the target. If the learner tries to do an unexpected
action, the system indicates that he has made a mistake by playing
a sound, just like in the EAO FELIN software. We traced these
mistakes and all the actions done in a log file. We classified mistakes
in three different types:

Figure 5: VR rifle support vs. FAMAS rifle (left) and adhesive mask
added on the Vive controller (right)

• Procedure mistakes: the learner tried to go to a wrong menu
or make actions at the wrong time (shooting, moving to the
target).

• Correction mistakes: the learner did not enter the right correc-
tion value, or he mistook the height or direction corrections.

• Button mistakes: the learner used the wrong button or did not
press it for enough time if a long push was needed.

As the goal was not to train on shooting, the bullet impacts were
randomly computed. There was a tolerance concerning the shooting
position, as well as aiming and shooting the target.

5 EXPERIMENTS

During the experiments, we compared the two learning methods
through to two angles. First, we conducted user tests on the VR
prototype. Afterward, we wanted to see if Virtual Reality showed
potential benefits for this specific use case. We wanted to observe
if allowing the learner to live an experience closer to the real one
would impact the learning efficiency of the procedure.

5.1 User tests
For user tests, we wanted to see if the users’ interactions with the
different elements were pleasant, enjoyable and realistic. We focused
ourselves particularly on the rifle, the sight, the remote control, the
menus, and the moving method. Finally, we wanted to see if there
was a difference between the feelings of the learners and those of
the instructors. We believe that comparing these results could let us
spot potential lacks only identifiable by experienced users.

5.2 Learning improvement hypothesis
For this use case, we formulated the following hypotheses:
H1 Learners will be more intrinsically motivated to repeat the

training task when using Virtual Reality rather than the 2D
software.

H2 Learners will make fewer mistakes after the use of Virtual
Reality.

H3 Learners will need fewer replays until making no mistakes on
the 2D software, if they used the Virtual Reality prototype on
the first try.

H4 Learners will have a better awareness of their mistakes in
Virtual Reality.

H5 Learners will have a better self-confidence after the use of
Virtual Reality.

5.3 Experimentation process
5.3.1 Groups
To check these hypotheses, we opted for the experimentation process
shown in Fig. 6. At present, after following a set of lessons about
the FELIN system and a summary on how to handle the equipment,
learners practice on the EAO FELIN software until they make no
mistakes. So, we chose to split learners into two groups:

• a control group, on the 2D software learning method, iterating
on the 2D software until making no mistakes. Before using the
2D software, we gave them a short set of instructions.



Figure 6: Experimentation process

Table 1: User tests questionnaire
Questions (Likert [Totally disagree(1)-Totally agree(5)])
1- Handling rifle was easy
2- Handling rifle was unpleasant
3- Handling rifle was realistic
4- Finding the way to look through the sight was easy
5- Looking through the sight was unpleasant
6- Looking through the sight was realistic
7- Finding remote control buttons was easy
8- Using the remote control was easy
9- Using the remote control was unpleasant
10- Using the remote control was realistic
11- Menus were enough visible
12- Finding the way to go on the target was easy
13- Going to the target was unpleasant

• a treatment group, on the VR learning method, making their
first iteration on the VR prototype before iterating on the EAO
FELIN software until making no mistakes. Before using the
VR prototype, they also were given a short set of instructions
that presented the prototype and its functioning.

In the treatment group, learners used the VR prototype indepen-
dently from one another, only accompanied by an instructor and an
experimenter. The aim was for learners not to see the procedure
in VR, to avoid biases on the experiment. When they used the 2D
software, learners of each group were also in the same computer
room, equipped with headphones.

5.3.2 User tests
After prototype use, learners from the treatment group were invited
to answer a set of Likert [35] scale questions (Table 1). The purpose
of this survey was to evaluate the VR system, focusing on differ-
ent elements like the rifle, the sight, the remote control, the menus,
as well as the moving method and its metaphor. We included the
IPQpresence survey [6, 45] too, which allows assessing presence
through three subscales: Spatial Presence (sense of being physically
present), Involvement (attention on the virtual environment, involve-
ment experienced) and Experienced Realism (subjective experience
of realism).

Finally, after answering these surveys, learners from the treatment
group were encouraged to express feedback about their experience,
during an open interview. They lasted about five minutes and started
by the same initial question: ”Could you express any feedback you

feel relevant about the experience?”. The goal was to let appear
elements which were not detectable by the surveys. We recorded
each point raised by the subject and synthesized them when we
processed the results manually.

To gather feedback from experienced users, we also tested the VR
prototype on instructors. We gave them the same survey followed
by an open interview.

5.3.3 Learning benefits experiments
After their first iteration, both groups also had to answer a Likert
survey which focused on their learning experience. The questions
leaned towards specific points we wanted to analyze: user pleasure
and interest to use the learning medium, his intrinsic motivation to
repeat the training task and his self-confidence. Two Likert scales
focused on the pleasure and interest to use the learning medium
(”Performing the procedure was felt like a pleasure.”, ”The used
medium was attractive”) and another one on the intrinsic motivation
to repeat the training task (”Performing again the procedure would
be a pleasure.”). We also added a question where learners had to
estimate approximately the number of mistakes they made. This
information was used to analyze the awareness of their mistakes by
comparing it to the log file.

5.3.4 Results exploitation
We calculate a score (arithmetic mean) from answers to questions
for each element analyzed. For the negative questions (e.g., ”The
element use was unpleasant”), the value taken for the mean was the
answer value subtracted from the maximum value (5).

5.4 Subjects
We led experimentations on 76 learners, lieutenants of the Draguig-
nan Infantry School [4], from 6 different squads. 22 learners com-
posed the treatment group and the 54 others the control group. We
did not use randomization, but instructors were asked to select learn-
ers randomly for the treatment group.

The prototype implemented was only adapted for right-dominant
eye users, and it was the unique constraint required before the treat-
ment group random selection.

The average age of subjects was 27(±4) years old (28(±7) for
the treatment group, 24(±6) for the control group), and they were
99% male. In the treatment group, 74% of them had never used a
Virtual Reality headset before.

For user tests, we also experimented it on 6 instructors of the
military school. They were all male, their average age was 41(±5)
years old, and 67% of them had never used a Virtual Reality headset
before.

5.5 Time and logistical constraints
We made an effort to engage end users for this study. Using con-
venient subjects would not be a relevant way of executing it in this
domain. Engaging end users in studies is hard to achieve, and we are
grateful that the French Army gave us this opportunity. Nevertheless,
we faced up to time and logistical issues. Our study was integrated
to the military school real learning session and was limited by time
and availability of learners and instructors.

That is why it was not possible for us to isolate subjects using
the 2D software. However, instructors supervised and kept a close
watch on them, to avoid exchanges.

It also made impossible to have two groups of the same size. Nev-
ertheless, we produced statistical analysis aimed to notice significant
results with two samples of different sizes.

6 RESULTS

6.1 Methodology
We performed statistical analysis for each result, by comparing the
results of each group as two independent samples.



Figure 7: VR prototype assessment results

For data from the Likert scale values, we proceeded with the
Mann-Whitney U test [38] to see if there was a statistically signif-
icant difference between our treatment and control groups. In the
same way, for other data like the number of mistakes and iterations,
we check if they had a normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test [47])
and a homogeneous variance (Brown-Forsythe test [17]). If it was
the case, we proceeded with the Student’s t-test [51]. If not, we also
used the Mann-Whitney U test.

Finally, for the number of mistakes reduction on each replay, we
used the same test to check normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk), and
if it succeeds, we also used the Student’s t-test. If not, we used the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test [56].

6.2 First iteration results
The first iteration let us conduct user tests on the VR prototype and
analyze learning impacts feelings (pleasure and interest to use the
learning medium, intrinsic motivation to repeat the training task and
self-confidence feelings).

6.2.1 User tests
We compared the results of the prototype assessment from the sur-
veys answered by learners and instructors (Fig. 7).

The rifle (2.94 ±0.68) and the remote control (3.18 ±0.83) were
moderately rated. Three questions were related to the rifle, and
four were related to the remote control. As shown in Table 3, the
lack of fidelity of passive haptics from the rifle seemed to make
its handling quite unpleasant. For the remote control, users felt
significant difficulties to find the buttons. This effect seemed to have
affected them by making its handling quite unpleasant too. Open
interviews tended to confirm these results. A significant number of
users freely indicated they were uncomfortable in finding the remote
buttons (65%), and most of them declared they wanted to see their
hands for placing their thumb correctly on buttons (60%). Passive
haptics of the rifle were also pointed out for lacks of fidelity. Many
learners underlined that the gun weight was too light (48%) and
then experienced some difficulties. Another criticized aspect was
the magnetic system of the support. Infantrymen tend to strongly
grab the handles of the rifle on their shooting position, and with
this system, the controllers slightly moved. Finally, some users
confessed being bothered by the fidelity lacks of the trigger (22%)
and the absence of recoil after a shot (13%). Learners expressed
different opinions about these lacks. Several of them expressed the
need for ”recovering real sensations” during the experience, and
some others mentioned that the absence of recoil let them be ”more
focused on the calibration”. All these fidelity aspects have also been
brought up by instructors during their open interview.

Subjects rated well the General Presence (3.87 ±1.15) and Spatial
Presence (3.72 ±0.64)(Fig. 8). However, involvement (3.06 ±0.60)
and Experience realism (2.89 ±0.43) received average scores. For

Figure 8: VR prototype - presence results (IPQ)

Figure 9: Learning experience questionnaire results

each scale of presence, there was not a statistically significant differ-
ence between learners and instructors (Table 2, PRDIFF).

The sight (3.93 ±0.71), the menus (4.17 ±1.05) and the moving
method (4.76 ±0.44) were rated satisfactorily (Fig. 7).

For each item (rifle elements, satisfaction, presence), there was
not a statistically significant difference between learners and instruc-
tors (Table 2, UTDIFF).

6.2.2 Learning benefit results

Scores of pleasure and interest to use the learning medium and in-
trinsic motivation to repeat the task, showed a statistically significant
difference (Table 2, ISDIFF, MSDIFF) between treatment and con-
trol groups (Fig. 9). Users who used the VR prototype expressed
more pleasure and interest (Med: 4.00) than the EAO FELIN group
(Med: 3.5). They also seemed to feel more intrinsically motivated to
repeat the task (Med: 4.00) than the EAO FELIN group (Med: 4.00).

Nevertheless, there was no statistically significant difference for
the learner’s self-confidence (Table 2, SCDIFF).

6.2.3 Error awareness

In order to analyze the learners’ error awareness, we calculated the
approximation errors of the mistake estimations from both groups
(Fig. 12, right). We compute it from their number of mistakes made
(saved in the log files) and their estimated amount (answered in
the learning experience questionnaire). These results did not show
a statistically significant difference between the control and the
treatment group (Table 2, EEDIFF).

6.3 Replays results

Results from replays let us analyze the impacts of the VR learning
method on mistakes, number of needed replays and time spent on
them.



Table 2: Statistic tests results

Test Results Significant? Cohen’s d
First iteration results

UTDIFF User tests differences learners-instructors Mann-Whitney U test p > 0.05 Not significant
PRDIFF Presence differences learners-instructors Mann-Whitney U test p > 0.05 Not significant
ISDIFF Medium pleasure and interest scores Mann-Whitney U U = 426.5, z =−2.59, p = 0.018 Significant 0.29

MSDIFF Intrinsic motivation scores Mann-Whitney U U = 421, z =−2.65, p = 0.019 Significant 0.30
SCDIFF Learner’s self-confidence Mann-Whitney U U = 579.5, p > 0.05 Not significant
EEDIFF Approximation of mistake estimations Shapiro-Wilk Normality test failed

Mann-Whitney U U = 556,5, p > 0.05 Not significant

Replays results
PMSRED Procedure mistakes-Soft. errors reduction Wilcoxon T = 16, z =−4.342, p < 0.001 Significant 0.69
PMVRED Procedure mistakes-VR proto. errors reduction Wilcoxon T = 0, z =−3.461, p < 0.001 Significant 0.89
PMCOMP Procedure mistakes-Soft./proto. comparison Shapiro-Wilk Normality test failed

Mann-Whitney U U = 246.5, z = 1.22, p = 0.024 Significant 0.16
CMSRED Correction mistakes-Soft. errors reduction: Wilcoxon T = 68.5, p > 0.05 Not significant
CMVRED Correction mistakes-VR proto. errors reduction Wilcoxon T = 0, z =−2.414, p = 0.016 Significant 0.60
CMCOMP Correction mistakes-Soft./proto. comparison Shapiro-Wilk Normality test failed

Mann-Whitney U test U = 229.5, z = 0.92, p = 0.011 Significant 0.12
BMCOMP Button mistakes-Soft./proto. comparison Shapiro-Wilk Normality test failed

Mann-Whitney U U = 292.5, z = 3.45, p = 0.033 Significant 0.46
NBITER Number of iterations needed Shapiro-Wilk Normality test failed

Mann-Whitney U test U = 45, z =−5.62, p < 0.001 Significant 0.67

Table 3: Rifle and remote control questionnaire results
Rifle

Questions (Likert [1-5]) Learner means Instructor means

Handling it was easy 3.17 (±0.87) 3.67 (±0.47)
Handling it was disagreeable 2.91 (±1.17) 3.33 (±1.11)

Handling it was realistic 2.64 (±0.88) 3.17 (±1.34)

Remote control
Questions (Likert [1-5]) Learner means Instructor means

Finding buttons was easy 2.48 (±1.25) 2.83 (±1.07)
Finding way to use it was easy 3.30 (±1.04) 4.00 (±0.82)

Using it was disagreeable 2.52 (±1.10) 3.00 (±1.00)
Using it was realistic 3.42 (±1.06) 3.33 (±0.94)

We excluded 6 subjects of the treatment group from the results.
4 of them were faced with time issues and did not have the time
to finish the 2D software iterations. The 2 others faced technical
issues with the 2D software, which could have impacted their results.
We excluded 14 subjects of the control group from the results. 11
of them was faced time issues and did not have the time to finish
the 2D software iterations. During the replays, 2 others did not
respect the instructions and restarted the software when they were
making errors. Finally, the last one faced technical issues with the
2D software during replays, which could have impacted his results.

Consequently, the final population studied for the replay results
was 51 subjects (15 in the treatment group and 36 in the control
group).

For the mistake estimation, we excluded 1 subject from the treat-
ment group and 4 subjects from the control group because they
did not answer the mistake estimation question. The final popula-
tion studied for the mistake estimation was 46 subjects (14 in the
treatment group and 32 in the control group).

6.3.1 Mistakes

Experiments showed interesting results about mistakes between the
treatment and the control group (Fig. 10). To exclude eventual bias,
we only compared mistakes which were possible in both environ-
ments (VR prototype and EAO FELIN software). For the treatment
group, we rejected mistakes which were due to a manipulation error
(e.g., accidental push on a button while catching the rifle).

There was a statistically significant difference for the mistakes
made on replays. Learners who used the VR learning method did
not make any procedure and correction mistakes, while 2D soft-
ware method users continued to make some (Table 2, PMSRED,
PMVRED, PMCOMP, CMVRED, CMCOMP). Nevertheless, for

Figure 10: Mistakes made on the first iteration and mean of mistakes
made on each iteration of the replay

Figure 11: Procedure and correction percentage of mistakes

the correction mistakes of 2D software learners, the difference is
not statistically significant (Table 2, CMSRED). These effects are
more flagrant when we analyze the percentage of learners making
mistakes (Fig. 11).

The opposite effect appeared for button mistakes. On their first
iterations, the treatment group made more mistakes (Med: 0) than
the control group (Med: 0) (Fig. 10). This result was statistically
significant (Table 2, BMCOMP). Another interesting result came
from the fact that users who made their first iteration on the 2D soft-
ware did not make any button mistakes when VR learners continued
to make some.

6.3.2 Replays needed

VR learners needed fewer replays until making no mistakes than
the 2D software ones (Fig. 12, left). Learners from the treatment



Figure 12: Replays needed until making no more mistakes (left) and
mistakes estimations’ approximation errors (right)
group needed significantly fewer iterations (Med: 1) until making
no mistakes than learners from the control group (Med: 3) (Ta-
ble 2, NBITER). We notice that there is a significant important effect
(Cohen’s d = 0.67) on the number of needed replays.

It is interesting to notice that 2 learners from the treatment group
made no mistakes on their first try on the VR prototype. However,
they made an additional iteration on the EAO FELIN software to
validate their certification.

7 DISCUSSIONS

7.1 Results interpretation
7.1.1 Fidelity lacks
User tests underlined fidelity lacks from passive haptics of the rifle
and the remote control. Instructors’ results and open interviews
tended to confirm these results.

These fidelity lacks seemed to have mixed effects on our results.
That is why we suppose it is relevant to tend towards a high level of
fidelity when the training purpose concerns a procedure for a device
where its manipulation requires a high level of sensorial focus.

We supposed that the users’ desire to visualize their hands in
the virtual environment was due to the touch-sensitive differences
between the trackpad-adhesive assembly and the real remote buttons.
Real remote buttons are indeed large and accompanied by a tactile
cue to easily help to find their positions.

Finally, results underlined a good assessment for menu visibility
and ergonomics. The sight functioning was well rated too, confirm-
ing our implementation choice to render the sight’s camera on the
dominant-eye when the user approaches it, close to the lens filter.

7.1.2 Sense of presence
We analyzed the sense of presence in order to help to detect potential
lacks on the VR prototype.

As noticed in the Results section, Involvement and Experienced
realism were moderately rated. It is highly likely that they could
have been impacted by the rifle fidelity lacks.

Finally, we could have supposed that the presence of the instructor
and the experimenter in the same room could have impacted the
Involvement scale of presence, but that seems doubtful because they
paid attention to be particularly discreet and act only in last resort.

7.1.3 Users’ expertise
As noticed previously, there was no statistically significant differ-
ences between learners and instructors on presence and system as-
sessments. These results let us suppose that the prototype assessment
is probably not affected by the users’ expertise and that the system
did not deviate from actual field conditions. Nevertheless, as the
sample of instructors was thin, we cannot draw any conclusions
about it. However, we believe it is important to check if there is a

Table 4: Hypothesis results

# Hypothesis Results
H1 More intrinsically motivated Validated
H2 Fewer mistakes on replays Partially validated
H3 Less replays needed Validated
H4 Better awareness of mistakes No significant results
H5 Better self-confidence No significant results

significant difference between learners and their instructors to be
able to detect potential bias linked to the users’ expertise.

7.1.4 Learning improvements
As summarized in Table 4, experiments allowed us to validate hy-
potheses H1 and H3. Hypothesis H2 was partially validated, due to
fidelity lack issues. Hypotheses H4 and H5 did not show significant
results and require more improvements and experiments.

H1: Learners will be more intrinsically motivated to repeat
the training task when using Virtual Reality rather than the
2D software. Results showed that learners felt more pleasure
and interest with the VR prototype. These effects implied positive
impact on the intrinsic motivation to repeat the training task. It
validated the assumption that living experience in Virtual Reality
for a military device calibration procedure should enhance learners’
intrinsic motivation to repeat the training task. Although this result
is significant, the effect size is low (Cohen’s d = 0.30).

H2: Learners will make fewer mistakes after the use of Vir-
tual Reality. One of the more interesting improvements revealed
by the results came from the analysis of mistakes made after the use
of the VR learning method. After its use, learners using the EAO
FELIN software made no procedure or correction mistakes. On the
other hand, the 2D software learners continued to make this kind of
errors on the following attempts. These results showed that living
experience within an immersive simulated situation facilitates the
activation of cognitive levers, necessary to assimilate the procedure.

However, these results only partially validate the hypothesis be-
cause we noticed the opposite effect on button mistakes. We suppose
that the fidelity lacks previously discussed most probably impact
these results.

H3: Learners will need fewer replays until making no mis-
takes if they used the VR prototype on the first try. Learners
in VR needed fewer iterations than software users. This results is
strongly linked to the fact that learners made fewer mistakes after
the use of Virtual Reality (H2).

H4: Learners will have a better awareness of their mis-
takes in Virtual Reality. The mistakes estimation did not show
significant results. We observe an important data scattering for the
approximation of errors of the VR learners about the estimation of
their number of mistakes. It brought us to suppose that these results
could highly come from the fidelity of the remote control.

H5: Learners will have a better self-confidence after the use
of Virtual Reality. Results about self-confidence did not show
significant results. We suppose that it could be due to the procedure
simplicity.

7.2 Observations
Experiments helped to highlight the limits of the EAO FELIN soft-
ware. Indeed, it was interesting to notice that Virtual Reality helped
to detect errors not considered on the 2D software. For example,
some of them tried to navigate in menus instead of moving to the
target to check the PMI. In the 2D software, this step occurred
automatically by zooming on the target after the shot.

We also observed that in Virtual Reality, even if learners were
informed that shooting accuracy was not necessary for the training
situation, they still paid much attention to aim the target. They used
to stop their breath at shooting time and control their pressure on the
trigger. We interpret this fact by the sense of presence provided by



the VR prototype, which allowed learners to perform their procedure
conscientiously.

7.3 Limits
We identified two potential limits for our results. The first one is
the simplicity of the procedure. Indeed, the IR sight calibration
procedure is quite simple. We suppose that some results which
were not statistically significant could be more pronounced for other
procedures, depending on their difficulty.

The second potential limit comes from the population of subjects
on which we did experiments. They all were lieutenant trainees,
which mean that they had just recently graduated from the officer
school. We suppose that their educational level could have affected
some of our results which were not statistically not significant.

8 FUTURE WORKS

8.1 New prototype versions
The most important improvement axes of our future works must
consist in reducing the passive haptic gaps noticed, and comparing
the effects on the learners’ behaviors and performances. Some works
of the literature [30, 31, 50] suggest that haptic feedback in an early
training phase may improve the trainee’s performance, by enhancing
the trainee’s sensory perception capabilities and thus facilitating
the transfer of skill [55]. One of the possible improvements could
consist of using demilitarized equipment as passive haptic systems,
ideally modified with a pneumatic system. Comparing the learners’
concentration and performance, by varying on these different fidelity
levels, could be interesting. In this purpose, we plan to lean on
frameworks from literature, like AFFECT [40].

Some literature works suggest that the effects of body visibility in
the virtual world can create an adaptation time for the learners, which
can affect significantly positively their learning performance [29].
At this step of the prototype development, the user cannot see his
hands in the virtual environment. This is why we plan to equip some
users with data gloves on a high fidelity version of the prototype
and then analyze if allowing learners to see their hands impacts their
efficiency and their committed mistakes.

To focus on the learning procedure, we chose to generate shoot-
ing impacts randomly on the target and to indicate the PMI and the
correction values required on the target. We think that making a
more faithful prototype version and compare it to a new 2D software
version could be interesting. In this version, the aimed point could be
the shot one, and the PMI and the correction values could be deliber-
ately absent. This faithfulness improvement could allow analyzing
if Virtual Reality impacts sight behavior and value estimations.

Instructors suggested to enlarge the system to assess some good
shooting practices during the experience (breath control, pressure
levels on the trigger). It could be a good prospect as part of future
works. We could then analyze if learners are as focused and attentive
to the procedure when they also have in mind their good shooting
practices.

Finally, we also plan to develop a left dominant-eye prototype
version in order to have more representative samples of subjects.

8.2 Additional studies
Once the fidelity issues resolved, we plan to analyze usability by
carrying out experiments based on SUS method [16].

We also plan to verify if fidelity issues impacted button errors
results. Moreover, 2D software users did not make any errors of this
kind on replays. We want to analyze if it is also the case on the VR
prototype.

We want to see if fidelity issues affected errors estimation results
too. We plan to distinguish the different kinds of mistakes in this
estimation. If there is a significant difference, we plan to analyze if
results changes according to the type of mistake.

We did not measure the sense of presence for the control group.
In future works, we plan to measure it and compare it with the
treatment group results. We also want to compare presence values
with new values after improving the fidelity levels of the rifle.

During open interviews, some learners noticed a ”sensation of
calm” through the VR procedure execution. We want to focus on
this potential effect, in order to try to identify its causes and analyze
how it could be an interesting learning lever for training through
Virtual Reality.

To confirm motivation impact noticed and to clarify the size of its
effect, we should adapt and apply more advanced motivation assess-
ment methods from the literature [54]. The fact that 2D software
learners were performing in the same room at the same time could
also have impacted the motivation. More experiments, with isolated
subjects, could help disprove this hypothesis. Finally, because the
training purpose took place in a commanded military certification
context, focusing on extrinsic motivation potential effects [22] could
be interesting.

We supposed the procedure simplicity impacted self-confidence
results. To confirm this assumption, we plan to analyze it on more
complex procedures. We will also explore literature and apply more
advanced self-confidence assessment methods. Finally, we want to
add preliminaries questions to evaluate users’ initial self-confidence.

The literature shows that using repetitive VR training can improve
the learning curve before practicing on real situations [10, 20, 44].
In our future works, we plan to let each group iterate on the same
medium (software or VR prototype), then analyze the total errors
made, time spent and iterations needed to assess if it implies training
time gains and effectiveness.

We suppose that the high educational level of subjects could
have affected some of our results which were not statistically not
significant. We want to experiment the VR prototype on learners
having a lower military rank and compare our results.

Finally, in our experiments, we analyzed the learning improve-
ments by comparing the performances of trainees through replays
on the software. We presume that we could also notice some im-
provements when VR learners perform their first real procedure on
the shooting range. We strongly suppose that VR learners will spend
less time making their first calibration procedure in the real situation.
Experiment it could be an interesting way to analyze the learning
transfers effects of Virtual reality for this use case. We plan to use
our current results in order to obtain the opportunity to access to
learners during their first procedures on the real shooting range and
carry out a training transfer study.

9 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an ad-hoc study of a Virtual Reality
prototype used for training on a military sight calibration procedure.
We experimented it on real infantry learners from an infantry school.

Results showed that for this kind of procedures, Virtual Reality
could improve learners’ intrinsic motivation to replay the training
task. The prototype also showed interesting results in learning
efficiency. VR learners made no errors when 2D software learners
continued to make some. Experiments let us identify some fidelity
lacks on the prototype, needing improvements. Finally, results also
helped identify some procedure mistakes which are currently not
detectable by the traditional software.
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